This proposal suggested combining all the transfer policies, currently listed under different resource types (IPv4, IPv6, ASNs), into one section of the policy document to reduce text duplication and make it easier to access the relevant information. Existing transfers policies are not changed.

https://www.apnic.net/community/policy/resources#a_h_part_5

Also suggested to maintain a public log of all resource type (IPv4, IPv6, ASN) transfers, including historical IP addresses and merger, acquisition, or takeover.

ftp.apnic.net/pub/transfers-all/apnic/
prop-143: ASN to Customer

• Version 1 reached consensus at APNIC 53 OPM and AGM

• Status
  – Implemented

APNIC’s Internet Number Resource Policies allows an LIR to request an ASN from APNIC/NIR for its customers. However, the policy is not clear on the terms of this request. This proposal suggested to include additional terms in the policy document.

5. Alternatively, the same ASN could be registered:
- via transfer to another APNIC member (upstream provider connecting that customer), or
- directly by the customer in cases when they become an APNIC/NIR member and receives that ASN via transfer.

https://www.apnic.net/community/policy/resources#a_h_10_4
prop-144: Reserve pool under Experimental Allocation Policy

• Version 2 reached consensus at APNIC 53 OPM and AGM

• Status
  – Implemented

To provide reasonable assurance to the community about the continued availability of IPv4 addresses for experimental allocation requests, this proposal recommended reserving a /21 IPv4 address space for five years from the date of implementation.

On 9 July 2022, APNIC reserved 59.191.232.0/21 IPv4 address space for experimental allocations. This reservation will expire in 5 years, on 9 July 2027.

https://www.apnic.net/community/policy/resources#a_h_5_7_2
APNIC Internet Number Resource Policies

• Current version is APNIC-127-011
  – Updated on 8 August 2022
  – https://www.apnic.net/community/policy/resources
• Obsoletes APNIC-127-010
• Archives
  – https://www.apnic.net/community/policy/current/change-log/
Thank you!

- Proposal authors
- Community members
- SIG Chairs
  - For active contribution and participation in the APNIC Policy Development Process (PDP)
  - Continuously improving or suggesting new polices that works for this community.